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TWOTHEOREMS ON ANTICANONICAL MODELS OF RATIONAL SURFACES
Saitama University
  Fumio SAKAI
     Let X be a non-singular rational surface over an algebraically
closed field k. If K is a canonical divisor of X, then the divisor
-
K is called an anticanonical divisor of X. The anti-Kodaira dimen-
                                      -1
                                        (X) of X is defined to besion(or the anticanonical dimension) K
K(-K,X). In this note, we state two theorems on the structure of a
                         -1
                           (X)=2. Details will be discussed else-rational surface X with K
where.
Notation:
         R-1(x)= e) HO(x,o(-mK)) (the anticanonical ring)
                M;l,O
         p (X)=dim HO(X,O(-mK)) (the m-th antigenus, mÅrO)
          -m
                                                           -1
                                                             (X)=2.Theorem I. Let X be a non-singular rational surface with K
      -- 1Then R (X)is finitely generated and the anticanonical model Y (=
proj RNi(x)) of x satisfies
     (i) Y has only isolated rational singularities,
     (ii) some multiple of -Ky is an ample Cartier divlsor.
If X contains no redundant exceptional curves(For the definition, see
g2), then X coincides with the minimal resolution of Y.
     Conversely, if a normal projective surface Y satisfies (i),(ii),
                                                            K (X)=2.withthen the minimal resolution Xof Y. isarational surface
                                -185-
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Corollary of Proof. Let X be a non-singular rational surface with 
K 1(X)=2. Then the number of irreducible curveぉ withnegative self四
intersection on X is finite. 
’Theorem II {char(k)=O). Let X be a non-singular rational surface 
with K 1(X)=2 (without redundant exceptional curves）・ ByTheorem I , 
X is the minimal resolution of its anticanonical model Y，甘：x-• •Y. 






where the last term is given by 
見m(yi）出dimR1甘＊0(-mK)v
-l 
There are many distinguished rational sur f乱cesbelonging to the 
2 class K =2 such as: (1) :P , F , (2) Del Pezzo surfaces, (3) rational 
e 
surfaces obtained by toruぉ embeddings, (4) minimal normal compactifi-
cations of ε2, etc. 
§1. Surface Singularities 
We collect some facts concerning surface singularities. Let V 
be an affine surface having only one normal singularity y. We denote 
by n:Uー づV the minimal resolution of y in the sense that there exist 
no exceptional curves of the first kind over y. Set 
A＝甘 l(y ・へJEk’
Let K denote a canonical divisor of U. 
186-
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(a) Let KV denote a canonical divisor (as a Weil divisor) of V. If 
i :V¥ y」→V is the inclusion map, then 
。〈『mK ）後i*O(-mK 1 ). V¥y 
Lemma 1.τ＊0(-mK）告。（－mKv) for m>O. 
Proof. We have an exact sequence 。o一歩 H (U,0(-mK））ー今日（U¥A,0(-mK））ー →HA(U,0（四mK)).
1) 1 1 v By duality, HA(U.0(-mK））全日（U,O((m+l)K)) , which vanishes under the 
hypothesis that πis minimal (See Appendix). Thus 
0 H 〈む，0(-m玄〉〉急災 (U¥A,0(-mK））主R (V¥y 0(-mK 1 ）〉さ豆 (V,0(-mK )). ’ V¥y 
Q.E.D. 
Corollary. Let y be a normal projective surface. Let X be the min i叩
mal resolution of Y, Then 
U-l (X）£：：日ム（Y)'
-1 0 where we defined naturally as:R (Y)= $ H~ （ Y,0（叩Kv)).
m>O ム
1) 1 1 In general, for a divisor Don U, H （む O(D））金H (U,0（玄－D)). For 
A ’ 
a proof, see 〔2]. See also Lipman : Ann. of Math. 107(1978). In the 
complex category, one can instead understand as follows( cf. Laufer : 
Amer.J.Math.94(1972)). There is an exact sequence 
0 o－→H (U,O(D））一→日 (U,O(D ））一寸 H~ （ U,O(D)),
00 ,. 
where H~ denotes the cohom叫 ogywith compact support It is known 
that 
、 ．?、? ???、???、?， ，
。
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(b) Define a Q-divisor A思 Zさ E by七heequations: i i 
L:t'l E E .=-KE. for j=l, .. ,k. i i j j 
We have A三0. Note that A出 O if and only if y is a rational double 
point and otherwise Supp(L!.)=A. 
Remark. It is known that [ll]=O if and only if y is a quotient singu-
larity for the case in which k=C (Watanabe,K.: Math.Ann.250(1980)). 
If y is a Gorenstein singularity, then l is integral and we have 
甘＊O(KV）会O(K+ll).
In general, we have the isomorphisP'l: 
。（mKv）告官＊O(mK÷［mll]) for m>O. 
This can be shown in a similar manner to that in Lemma 1, using a 
vanishing theorem(Remark in Appendix). Here [ ] denotes the inte吋
gral part. 
(c) By definition, the singularity y is主主主よ主主主主 if R1甘＊OU=O.
Characterization( [l]): The singularity y is rational if and only if 
H1(Z,Oz）詰O for every effective divisor Z supported in A (cf.Appendix ）・
Lemma 2. Suppose that y is a rational singularity. Let r be the 
least integer such that 'fi=rll is integral. Then the divisor rKV is 抗




Proof. This fact is more or less known. 
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§ 2. Proof of Theorem I 
Let X be a non-singular rational surface with K 1(X)=2. There 
is a unique 互主主~主1 decomposition of -K (cf. [3], [7], see also [6]). 
-K=P+N 
where the P is a numerically effective Q-divisor and the N is an 
effective Q-divisor satisfying 
(i) N=O or the intersection matrix of the irreducible compo-
nents is negative definite, 
(ii) the intersection of P with each irreducible component of 
N is zero. 
We know that 
K-l(X)=2 ←＝＝今 P2>0.
We study the set 
A={ irreducible curves E J PE=O}. 
The intersection matrix of irreducible components of A is negative 
definite(Hodge Index Theorem). So A is a finite set. We note that 
Supp(N）ζA. 
~ 1. An exceptional curve of the first kind in A is said to be 
redundant. 
Claim. We may assume that X contains no redundant exceptional curves. 
Suppose that E is a redundant exceptional curve. Let μ :X－→瓦’
-1 be the contraction of E. Also K (X’）＝兄. It can be shown that 
R 1 ( x)c=R 1 ( xI ）・ Soby successive such contractions, we may assume 
from the first that X contains no redundant exceptional curves. 






Claim. Each Ai can be contracted to a rational singularity. 
Proof. Let Z be an effective divisor supported in Ai・ SinceK+Z～ 
-P-N+Z, we get (K+Z)P<O. It follows that K(K+Z,X）＝ー 00. Thus 
0 
O=H (X,O(K+Z））ー →H (Z w ）ー すH (X,O(K))=O. ’Z 
1 
Hence we get H (Z w )=O By duality we obtain H (Z,Oz)=O. Q.E.D. ’z . ' 
~ 3. Let Ebe an irreducible curve in A¥Supp(N). We can easily 
see that E is a non-singular rational curve satisfying E2＝ー 2, NE=O. 
So E is disjoint from Supp(N). Now let A A be connected s+l' ・ ・ ’ s+t 
components of A¥Supp(N). We find that each A can be contracted s+j 
to a rational double point. 
As a consequence, we have a contraction甘： Xー→Y of A to a normal 
projective surface Y (c:f'. [l] ). Let y. be the singularity correspond-
l 
ing to Ai・ SinceA contains no exceptional curves of the first kind, 
甘 isnothing but the minimal resolution of Y. 
豆主主旦 4. We denote by lli the numerically anticanonical divisor of yi 
(as defined in § 1, (b)). Then the di visor N. coincides with lli・ We
l 
fix the notation. Let r. be the least integer such that r.ll. is 
l l l 
integral. Put r=l.c.m. (r ) By Lemma 2 rK is a Cartier divisor. i . ’ Y 
Also we get 
π＊（－rKy）～rP. 
Claim. -rKY is an ample Cartier divisor. 
Cosequently, R 1(Y) is a finitely generated graded ring and we 
-1 -1 
have Y=Proj R (Y). Since we have seen R (X)f;;"R (Y), we conclude 
that Y is the anticanonical model of X. 
--190-
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To prove the coverぉe implication, we first show that K 1(X)=2. 
So X is a ruled surface. By looking at the relatively minimal model 
of X, we can prove that X is rational. Q.E.D. 
§3. Proof of Theorem II 
By the Riemann由民ochtheorem, we have 
(m+l )m 2 
P _(X）＝……一一－ K +l+dim H (X,0（叩mK))
山 2
for m>O. 
In order to prove Theorem II, it suffices therefore to see the last 
term. By the Leray sequence (together with Lemma 1), we have 
1 0 1 
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We restrict ourselves to the case in which char(k)=O. We need 
盟主主主豆主主－Ramanujam Theorem([4]). Let D beadivisorona non-
singular projecitve surface X. Suppose that K(D,X)=2. Let D=P+N 
denote the Zariski decomposition. Then 
Hi(X,O(K÷D-[N]))=O for i>O. 
We apply this to the divisor -(m÷l)K. Then we get 
Hi(X,O（叫mK-[(m+l)N]))=O for i>O. 
191ー
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Put G= ［〔m+l)N]. We have a local version of the above vanishing 




? ?? ? ?、 、 ，
?





It follows that 
H1(Y，τ＊O（ーmK-G））さn¥x '0( -mK-G) )=O. 
We have an exact sequence 
0--7～0(-mK-G）→九0(-mK）ー →ー7ーサ0,
where the sheaf J is a torsion sheaf supported in Sing(Y). By using 
the cohomology sequence, we obtain the required result. Q.E.D. 
§ 4. E主主旦旦よ主主
We give two simple examples. We define the 旦豆豆主主笠 ofX by 
(with the notation in §2) 
d(X)=P~ 
2 
(1) Take a nodal cubic curve C in IP . Let μ:X－→P be the blowing 
up of the node n-times. Let E0 be the strict transform of C and let 
E1, ... , En be the strict transform of the exceptional curves. We have 
E；＝ー（6-n), E~＝ イー 1=-2, E~＝－ 1. 
2) In our case, as is pointed out by S. Mori, this follows from the 
global vanishing theorem. Take an ample invertible sheaf.乙onY. By 
using the Miyaoka-Ramanujam vanishing theorem, we get 
Rl～0( -mK-G )01.,Rn=O 
for a large integer n. We infer from this that 




These curves form a cycle of p ’s. In this case, we have K 1(X)=2. 


















P 1(X)=l, d(X ）＝~ 19' 




where ・（resp.O )denotes a non-singular rational curve of self-inter叩
section -2 (resp. 山 3).
(2) Consider an action of G=Z/5Z on 1?2 (over C) by 
(X : x : x )-> (X : i:x : i:2x ) 
0 1 2 0 1 2 
where the i: is a primitive 5-th root of 1. ’Then G has three fixed 
2 points. The quotient Y=IP /G has two rational triple points and a 
rational double point. 
。』ー ．ー 0-…一・ ． ． ． ． 
Let X be the minimal resolution of Y. Then X is a rational surface 
with K 1(X)=2 and Y is the anticanonical model of X. In this case 
p l(X 
??＝?、 、?? ??， ， 、??
In general, if a finite group G acts freely except a finite num叩
ber of points on a non-singular rational surf ace x’with K-l(X’）＝2, 
the minimal resolution X of the quotient X’／G is again a rational 




Let V, y，甘， U, E E have the same meaning as in §1. But l" .’ k 
we do not assume thatπi s minimal. Given a divisor Don U, there 
exists a unique Zariski decomposition (local version): 
D=P+N, 
where the Pis a Q-divisor such that PE.>0 for j=l, ... ,k and the N 
J= 
1ぉ aneffective Q-divisor supported in A with the property that PEj席。
for each Ej contained in N. 
Theorem A. We have 
Rl甘＊O(K+D-[N])=O.
主笠思主主主． When N=O, this is the Laufer-Ramanujam vanishing theorem. 
When 甘 isminimal, the Zariski decompositions of Kand-Kare as 
follows 
p N 
K I K 0 
-K I -K-L¥ L¥ 
We obtain therefore two vanishings: 
Rl甘＊O(mK)=O for m>O (cf.[2]), 
Rl甘＊0(-mK-[ (m÷1）叶）＝O for m>O. 
As a corollary, we get the formula: 
l 1 
£m(y）出 dimRふ甘＊ 0 （吋nK)=dimH ([(m+l)L¥], O[(m+l)L¥](-mK））・
In particular, we have 
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